Dryer part whirlpool

Whirlpool offers a wide variety of dryers designed to fit in any laundry space. Whirlpool makes
full-size dryer models that you can stack top of your washer and compact models that fit in a
small space. Many Whirlpool dryers use the latest technology to evenly heat the load during the
drying cycle for perfect drying results. When your dryer isn't heating as it should, find the Sears
dryer parts for your Whirlpool dryer and fix the appliance fast. Won't start. First, make sure the
door is shut tight. If the dryer still doesn't start, there are several possible reasons, from a door
switch that's not recognizing that the door is closed to a failure in the main electronic control
board. A broken power cord, failed push-to-start switch or a bad timer can also prevent the
dryer from starting. Some Whirlpool dryers use a motor relay to control the drive motor so a
broken motor relay can prevent the dryer from starting. Some Whirlpool dryers use a belt switch
to keep the drive motor from running, so you might not hear the motor run when the drive belt
breaks. In electric Whirlpool dryers, a blown thermal fuse can keep the dryer from starting.
Unplug the dryer and check the thermal fuse using a multimeter. Replace the thermal fuse if the
meter measures no continuity, which indicates that the fuse is blown. Won't heat. A bad heater
relay, blown thermal cut-off fuse, faulty thermistor, broken operating thermostat or failed
high-limit thermostat can also prevent the dryer from heating. Making loud noise or vibrating
Noise from the dryer often means that a hard object is clanging around inside the drumâ€”the
zipper on a sweatshirt, change left in a pocket, your phone. If the contents of the drum check
out okay, a bad drum support roller could be causing a thumping noise. A damaged idler pulley,
idler pulley bracket or idler pulley tension spring could also cause a loud noise such as banging
or squealing. If you hear a loud rattling noise, check the blower fan blade. A scraping noise can
indicate damage to the drum glide bearing or felt drum seal. Suspect the drive motor if you hear
a buzzing or whining noise while the dryer runs. Whirlpool dryers with electronic controls
typically display error codes in the control panel display when the control detects a component
problem and shuts off the dryer. The error codes point you in the direction of the component
failure and help you figure out which part to replace. When you see an error code on your
Whirlpool dryer display, look up the cause of the code on our error code charts and
troubleshoot the problem to fix your dryer. When your Whirlpool dryer isn't working, depend on
Sears PartsDirect to have the repair parts you need to fix the problem. We have the Sears dryer
parts that fit your Whirlpool model. Find the Whirlpool dryer parts you need on our Sears
PartsDirect parst diagrams and get your dryer fixed fast. Whirlpool dryer repair and replacement
parts Whirlpool offers a wide variety of dryers designed to fit in any laundry space. Models 4,
Showing of 4, Shop parts. Whirlpool LTEW1 electric dryer. Showing of 4, Back to top.
Categories All categories. All brands. Builder's Best. International Dryer. Kenmore Elite. Magic
Chef. Sears Canada. Speed Queen. Fixing common Whirlpool dryer failures Won't start. A failed
drive motor also prevents the dryer from starting. In most gas dryers, a blown thermal fuse
prevents the burner from working. Check for error codes when your Whirlpool dryer stops
working Whirlpool dryers with electronic controls typically display error codes in the control
panel display when the control detects a component problem and shuts off the dryer. Sears
Cycling Parts. Exercise Cycle. Weslo Exercise Cycle Parts. Front-Engine Lawn Tractor.
Craftsman front-engine lawn tractor parts. Gas Line Trimmer. Craftsman gas line trimmer parts.
Gas Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman gas walk-behind mower parts. Ice Cream Maker. Kitchenaid
Ice Cream Maker Parts. Lawn Vacuum. Craftsman lawn vacuum parts. Kenmore Elite refrigerator
parts , Gladiator Refrigerator Parts. Electrolux Induction Cooktop Error Codes , Water Softener
No display , Garage door opener wall control troubleshooting video , How to replace a riding
lawn mower carburetor , Kenmore model range, 4-digit codes error codes , How to replace a
dishwasher lower spray arm , Dehumidifier Noisy. Kenmore Elite washer parts. Need help?
Close Start Chat. This is the most common symptom we hear on all brands of dryers. One of the
appliance parts most of us suspect first is the heating element see common Whirlpool elements
below , but there are several other appliance parts on the dryer and one item that is not on the
dryer that can produce the same symptom. You will save time, energy, and money if you will
take a few moments to prove exactly which part is bad before purchasing a replacement part.
The dryer will turn if it is getting volts, but it must be receiving volts to heat. Many dryer circuits
have two circuit breakers installed to power the dryer. A lightning strike nearby or power surge
can cause one breaker to blow and not the other. Resetting the circuit breaker fixes the dryer
and you did not even get your hands dirty. A blown circuit breaker happens often enough to
make it the first item we recommend checking when a dryer turns but does not heat. It is always
fun to get an easy fix. The next appliance part to check is the heating element, because it is
easy to prove if it is good or bad with a visual inspection. Whirlpool usually locates the heating
element on the back of dryer must remove back of dryer or under the drum must remove front
dryer. Be certain to disconnect power from dryer. Heating element coils look like stretched out
door springs. A bad dryer heating element will have a break in the coil. The dryer element is

good if no break is detected. A close inspection is required as some breaks tend to hide among
the coils. You can use a multi-meter and check the continuity of the element. Continuity,
however, still requires a visual inspection as broken coils may still touch when cool. Having
proven that the circuit breaker is not blown and the heating element coil is not broken, it is time
to look at the fuses and thermostats on the dryer. I have included pictures of the common
thermostats and fuses. These are located on the heating element and on the blower housing.
Use a multi-meter to test the fuses and thermostats for continuity after removing the wires, or
you can bring them into U-FIX-IT and we will test them for you, free. See related videos here. He
has been in the appliance parts business since My whirlpool dryer will only dry when it is set on
the very dry mode. Is this the thermostat or could it be the selector switch. Steve, I would need a
model number and a wiring diagram to give meaningful advice. Most dryers have a wiring
diagram located somewhere within the dryer. We can tell you where thermostats and fuses are
located. Thank you for you inquiry. Could really use some advice. We have a whirlpool dryer
that runs, spins but will not heat. We have replaced the heating element, thermal fuse and the
thermostat. Still not heating. Any advice would be so appreciated. Thank you!!! Carlee, When
randomly testing the components fails to identify the problem, I switch to a troubleshooting
system that will isolate the problem. I test for voltage using the wiring diagram as my road map
through the circuit while the dryer is running. I always start at the terminal board where the cord
attaches to the dryer. I look for volts on the two outside posts and volts from the center post to
each of the outside posts. Shining a bright light on the terminal board will allow inspection for a
burned wire or terminal post. If everything tests good there, I will move to the first component in
the volt circuit heater circuit reading the voltage by placing a test probe on each side of the
component. If the voltage reads volts, the component is bad. By working my way through the
heater circuit while the dryer is running I will be able to isolate which component is bad. Thank
you for your inquiry. Thanks for your insight. I have taken apart my Frigidaire Dryer model
FERFSO, cleaned all of the lint out of the system, filter and blower fan it was everywhere , and
all of the circuits and fuses have continuity. I have not yet checked the power coming into the
dryer but will reset the breaker to determine if this is the issue. If the dryer still will not heat,
what do you recommend? KH, When randomly testing the components fails to identify the
problem, I switch to a troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. I cleaned all lint out
of exhaust pipes and lint trap then tested all thermal fuses, thermostats, drive motor switch, and
checked heating element for any breaks or cracks and all rest good. I am at a loss as to what my
problem is. Steve, Intermittent malfunctions can be the most tedious to find. I would be looking
at air flow first. First: The lint screen can be tested for a clear coating by removing any lint and
running water onto the screen. The water will bead on the screen and resist flowing through if it
has accumulated a clear coating. Scrubbing with a brush and detergent will remove the coating
and allow the water to flow easily through the screen. Second: The plastic blower wheel can
become worn allowing the motor shaft to turn inside the blower wheel. If blower wheel will
rotate on the motor shaft while holding the motor pulley on the other end of the motor then the
blower wheel needs to be replaced to correct the air flow problem. A whirpool dryer the heating
element comes on sometimes other dont. I checked all for continuity and everything seems to
be fine. I replaced heating element and still dies the same thing. Sometimes works others just
blows cold air. Jesus, Intermittent malfunctions can be the most tedious to find. Checked circuit
breaker,replaced thermal fuse,high heat thermostat,and heating element. Motor runs. Any other
ideas? David, When randomly testing the components fails to identify the problem, I switch to a
troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. Gary, If the dryer is not starting regardless
of what selections are made on the control panel then I would test the door switch, the motor
relay, and both the inlet thermal limiter and the outlet thermal limiter. Gil, I am unable to find
your model number in any cross references. The model number should be located inside the
door next to the opening for the clothes. Jim, I was just given a whirlpool cabrio dryer, model
wgddwo, ser m, it is tumbling not heating. Venting is good, blowing cold air out vent. It has
standard three prong plug, does the dryer require v? I have not trouble shot any components
yet. Jonathan, This dryer does not require volts, but it does require a connect to gas since it is a
gas dryer. Our whirlpool dryer will heat on automatic cycle,but not on the timed cycle or fluff
cycle. What part do you suggest that would need replaced? We checked the lint trap, all was
good with that. I have repacked the element, thermal fuse, high limit and thermostat, and also
the timer. The blower fan and motor are fine and all lines are clear. Jura, When randomly testing
the components fails to identify the problem, I switch to a troubleshooting system that will
isolate the problem. I got a quite bizarre case. It takes too long to dry clothes. So far, I changed
the heating element, heat-cutoff fuse, thermostat, thermistor, I even cleaned the motor. Still not
enough heat. To test, I unplug the hose, and let the dryer blow right in to the house. I noticed a
very strange thing: the heating element can get very hot â€” glowing orange, if I take off the

tube where the lint screen sits. If I put it back, but not tighten the screws, it seems to glow
orange a bit. But even so, it is still not slow at all. The main difference I can tell is the
temperature of air blowing out between the two situations. Consequently, I thought it must be
caused by the thermal fuse or thermistor. But I replaced the latter, and the former still has
continuityâ€¦. I would test the lint screen. After brushing the lint off of the screen, run some
water into the lint screen. If it beads up and does not flow through the screen, then scrub the
screen with a detergent and brush until the water flows through. Lint screens can acquire a
clear coating over time that restricts air flow. If the lint screen passes the water test, I would test
the blower wheel. While holding the motor shaft on the pulley end so it cannot turn, I would
attempt to turn the blower wheel. If the blower wheel turns on the shaft then it is bad and will
not turn fast enough to move sufficient air through the dryer. My roper whirlpool dryer want do
anything the night before I dryer a load of clothes no problem at all the next morning I out a load
in the dryer did nothing checked beaker again nothing no sound nothing at all and my washer a
few days later want spin or rinsin my clothes can you. When a Whirlpool Roper dryer will not
start it is most often an internal fuse which is easy to replace. Call and we will give you free
assistance in determining exactly what is wrong with your dryer and your washer. I bought a
used H2 Kenmore dryer. It quit heating. We replaced the heating coil. It worked about 2 months
and quit heating again. So we replaced the thermostat and fuse. It worked about a month and
quit heating again. The tab on the encasement is broken. But we got it in the dryer. What should
we do? Is there something else to check or should we get another dryer??? Ty u so much for
any advice! Whirlpool dryers are almost always worth repairing if cabinet looks good. I am not
certain what you are describing as a broken tab. I would start the dryer and then go outside and
hold my hand in front of the dryer vent. The air should be blowing vigorously as it exits the vent.
If all looks good outside then disconnect the vent hose from the back of the dryer and run the
dryer to see if the air is blowing vigorously exiting the dryer. Good air flow exiting the dryer with
poor air flow outside indicates the problem is outside the dryer. If you have a vertical vent the
goes out through the roof rather than straight out the wall, make certain it is clean and free of
lint. Dryers sometimes need a booster air pump to function properly with a vertical vent. Poor
air flow exiting the dryer indicates the problem is within the dryer. The easy first check is the lint
filter should be clean and free of lint. Less obvious, there can be a clear coating that forms on
the lint filter. Run a little water onto the lint screen. Water should flow easily through it. If water
beads up on the screen, then clean it with a detergent and a scrub brush until the water flows
through it. If the lint screen is clean and air flow is poor, then I would inspect the blower wheel
for damage or wear. If air flow is good, then I would inspect the tub bearings and idler wheel to
make certain the tub is turning freely. Hello Jim, thanks for your service! That comes from a
current serving Chief in the Army. What would be your next COA? I would start by checking to
make sure I have volts coming to the terminal block at the back of the dryer where the cord
attaches. If the fuse you replaced was blown by an electrical surge, it is possible the surge also
threw one of two breakers for your dryer in the main circuit breaker box. Electric dryers will turn
but not heat with one breaker thrown. If volts is present at the back of the dryer, then I would
follow the circuit for the heating element on the wiring diagram working my way in from the
terminal block while the dryer is running. Measuring voltage at each component by placing a
multimeter probe on the terminal going into the component and the other probe on the terminal
coming out of the component. A reading of zero will be a good component. A reading of volts
will be the bad component. Any information is greatly appreciated. I suspect the internal fuse
has blown. Send me your model number for specific instruction as to where the fuse is located,
or you can call the U-FIX-IT Appliance Parts store nearest you for free diagnosis assistance.
Cabrio gas dryer not heating up. Theres a little bit of heat but not enough to dry anything.
Cleaned out vents and was quit a lot of lint. Possibly overheated at some point. Is it possible if it
overheated that the thermocouple needs to be replaced? Starting with airflow is a good place to
start since the flame is not staying on long enough. Whenever possible, I start by going outside
while the dryer is running to hold my hand at the outlet of the dryer vent. The air should be
moving briskly from the vent. Let me know if the air is moving briskly. Observe the flame as the
dryer starts. Record how long the flame stays on and how long it takes for the flame to
reappear. Get back to me with those two observations and the model number for further
assistance. Audrey, When spot checking various components does not find the problem, it is
time to switch to a systematic troubleshooting process. I would use the wiring diagram to follow
the voltage through the dryer heater circuit. I always start at the terminals where the dryer cord
is attached to the dryer. Verifying there is volts between the two outside posts and volts
between the center post and each of the two outside posts. Then I follow the wiring diagram to
the first component in the circuit and, with the dryer running, measure the voltage across the
component. If it reads volts and the dryer is running but not heating the component bad. If it

reads zero voltage I would verify there is volts present measuring between the component
terminal and ground the center post on the cord terminal block. To reiterate, I expect a good
component will read volts to ground on each side but will read zero volts across the
component. A bad component will read volts to ground on each side, but will read volts across
the component. I would continue to follow the wiring diagram for the heater circuit measuring
each component until I identified the bad component. I would start by checking the circuit
breakers in the main circuit breaker box for the house and resetting them. Dryers often have two
circuit breakers and it is possible for one to blow and not the other. The broken element may
have shorted to the case and caused the breaker to blow. If this is the case, the dryer will turn
without heating. If the dryer continues to turn without heating after resetting the circuit
breakers, I would carefully inspect the work I did when installing the element, verifying that all
wires are reconnected and in the correct location. If all is as it should be, then I would start the
troubleshooting process at the beginning and work my way through the circuit to find the new
malfunction. For personalized assistance call Your dryer you purchased is likely gas. Gas
dryers have v cords. As the gas is what provides heat. Certainly a possibility that it is a gas
dryer, or it could be a v dryer configured to run on v. Hence, the request for a model number.
Please send a model number and more detailed symptoms, or for immediate help call U-FIX-IT
Appliance Parts at for personalized diagnosis assistance. My new whirlpool dryer came with a
volt standard household cord. I plugged this into the wall outlet and the dryer turns but does
not heat. On the back of dryer I do not see a terminal block to hook up a three prong cord that
was on my old dryer. My old dryer ran off a plug. I have never seen a dryer with a plug. I need a
model number to make any comments about your dryer, or you can call with your model
number for personalized free diagnosis assistance. I need more specific symptoms to offer any
additional help. Running out of ideas. Any help greatly apprexiated. Hello Ryan, You have
replaced the common items. If it was my dryer, I would start by making certain I have volts to
the back of the dryer where the cord attaches to the dryer. If you are missing one leg of the
volts, the dryer will still run, but it will not heat. You can do this yourself with a multimeter. If
you are unfamiliar with how to use a multimeter stop by the nearest U-FIX-IT store and we will
be happy to explain it to you for free. If volts are present at the back of the dryer then I would
look for a wiring diagram for the dryer. Wiring diagrams are often stored in the control panel by
the dryer manufacturer. The wiring diagram allows me to identify all of the components in the
circuit with the heating element. With the dryer running I would place a multimeter lead on the
terminals going into and coming out of a component in the circuit such as a thermostat, fuse,
heater, or centrifugal switch on the motor. If the multimeter reads zero the component is good. If
the reading is volts the component is bad. Every wire will still have voltage present even when
the multimeter is reading zero. Placing one meter probe on ground will show hoe much voltage
is present at the other probe. You can take the wiring diagram to the nearest U-FIX-IT Appliance
Parts store for free personalized diagnosis assistance or email a picture of the wiring diagram
and we will be glad to assist you over the phone. I have a whirlpool dryer and it was not getting
enough heat. I cleaned the vent hose and a tried it without load and there is so much heat right
away. What seems to be the problem? I need more information to be of help. You did not say
where you are measuring the heat. A load of wet clothes will cause the exhaust temperature to
feel cooler than it is with no clothes. Restricted air flow will cause the heater to short cycle.
Good Morning Jim, So I read all of your information on fixing the dryers and any problems it
could be. I recently took my whirlpool apart and took out the element as my step dad told me to
check, it was good and tested good. So I unplugged all of the wires from the gauges and
devices and plugged them back in and it literally work instantly and heated up great. I left the
back off and let it run for while and was still super hot and good. So I made sure to clean all
dust of wires and devices and put back in. Do you know what IO should check or have you any
idea what it could possibly be? Thanks for taking your time to read this and possibly help me
out. Have a Great Afternoon, Sir. Intermittent problems can be the most difficult to locate. The
dryer can still run with one breaker thrown. Also, I recommend a close visual inspection of the
heating element. Occasionally, an element can test good for continuity because the broken
ends make connection during the testing, but separate when the dryer is operating. A volt meter
can be used to test the element while the dryer is running. The element is bad if the voltage
reads volts between the two terminals of the element and the element is not getting hot. If the
voltage reads zero between the two terminals, one leg of the volts is not making its way to the
element. Next, I would locate the wiring diagram and work my way through the circuit
measuring the voltage across each component in the circuit while the dryer is running. A
reading of volts will indicate that is the bad component. Hi, I have a Whirlpool Duet dryer I
bought in , it quit heating, I have checked all of the temp sensors and the heating coil and they
check out good, I was working on it the other day and cleaned everything up and put the

heating coils back up and it started working. I get volts if I put the red terminal on the coil and
the black one to ground. You are most likely reading the same leg of volts on both sides of the
element. If that is the case you will read zero volts across the element. The meter will read volts
across the element when all components in the circuit are allowing voltage to pass through
them. I would use the wiring diagram to work my way through the circuit measuring the voltage
across each component in the circuit. The bad component will be identified when I measure
volts across the component. My whirlpool dryer stopped heating and I assumed heating
element,but I read some of the posts on here and saw everything I should check. Jim i want to
thank you I finally searched why my dryer was running but coldâ€¦ it took 15 mins from the time
I searched,read and problem solved it it was the FUSE!!!! LMAO I the Wife fixed the dryer after
two weeks of it not working had to wait for the check to pay for the heating element the price
and seeing several parts that it might be drove me to look.. I replaced the dryer belt after it
broke and suddenly there is no heat. I have a Kenmore Series 80 dryer. I have replaced all the
thermostats on the back and the thermal fuse. Would the belt breaking cause the motor switch
to go bad? I have reset the circuit breaker just to troubleshoot, but it still has no heat. Thanks
for your help. Whenever a new malfunction appears after I complete a repair, I retrace my steps
carefully. I am almost always responsible for the new malfunction. Oftentimes I find that I
inadvertently failed to reconnect a wire or connection. Sometimes it is a case of accidental
causing a disconnect or break in the wiring. If I do not find anything with the careful inspection
then it is time to use a multi meter and the wiring diagram to move methodically through the
circuit until I discover exactly where the voltage disappears. It is unlikely the belt breaking
would cause the motor switch to go bad. I have replaced a few components on my dryer
already. The heating coil about a year and a half additional and this fixed the problem. Now it
has started doing the same thing. Next I jumped the thermal fuse straight to the thermostat,
which fixed it. So I replaced the fuse and thermostat. After about ten uses, it happened again.
What might be causing this fuse to blow? I have good airflow, no clogs. I would heck the airflow
after the dryer has been running for awhile. A failing motor can run slower the longer it runs.
While air flow is the primary cause, excessive amp draw high current flow can blow the fuse
also. This can be a short or a failing component in the circuit. I would also take an amp reading
with a clamp on amp meter if I had one available. Michael, I am uncertain of your symptoms.
You state the dryer is not getting enough power. If half of the volts is missing at the outlet, then
that is where you need to start and work back to the breaker box. Dryers will not heat when one
leg of the volts is missing. My parents whirlpool dryer stopped getting hot. Please help! Adilene,
You have checked the most common items to fail. Most dryers have a wiring diagram
somewhere on the dryer. Locate the heating element on the diagram and then highlight the
circuit depicting the path of the electricity on both sides of the element. Check off the
components in the circuit you have already tested and look for the ones you have not checked.
This switch prevents the element from coming on anytime the motor is not running. The switch
can be tested with a multi meter, but the test must be done while the dryer is running. If the
switch is bad, the voltage will read volts between the two terminals of the switch. Again, this is
an uncommon malfunction. It is likely there is another component in the circuit that is causing
the problem. You can call the U-FIX-IT store closest to you for free assistance in reading your
wiring diagram and troubleshooting your dryer. If my problem is the centrifugal switch, how do I
replace it, or do I have to replace the entire motor? I would replace the motor, but you can call
the nearest U-FIX-IT Store and with you model number and we can give you the price and
availability of the switch. I just noticed exhaust hose is broken can this be cause of not heating?
Yes, it could be the source of the problem if it is restricting airflow. Insufficient airflow will
cause short cycling and fuse failures. Whirlpool dryers have one or more fuses and safety
thermostats that cut power to the heater when there is insufficient airflow. These are in the
circuit to protect against fire. If it was my dryer, I would replace the duct and then make certain
there is brisk airflow exiting the dryer vent outside before I replaced any fuses or thermostats.
The thermostats and fuses in the circuit can be identified by looking at the wiring schematic
that came with the dryer. A multi meter can be used to test for continuity through the fuses and
thermostats, or you can take the fuses and thermostats to your local U-FIX-IT store for free
testing. Thank you Mr. Plummer, from the bottom of my heart, for your trouble-shooting
information above. My dryer was turning, but not heating, so I followed your advice and
checked the breaker box first. And voila that was the problem. I just started back to work after 5
months of being unemployed and the last thing I needed was a big repair bill. Service before
self. Thank you for your kind words. It is always fun to hear that we were a part of someone
having a good day. I also want to take a min and say thanks my wife just called me and said our
dryer is doing the same thing,I come across this site and now I have something to go on only
difference is she said she started it last night before bed and it never shut off and never dryer

the clothes. I appreciate you kind words. If the breaker is not the problem call the nearest
U-FIX-IT store for personalized help in troubleshooting your dryer. Hello, I have a whirlpool duet
dryer that will not heat. What could be the cause of this? Thank You in advanceâ€¦. Virgil, This
symptom is often caused in Whirlpool Duet Dryers by a fuse that will cut power to the motor
when it is blown. The fuse can be tested for continuity with a multi-meter or take the fuse to
your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. My whirlpool dryer has stopped heating. I first
checked house breaker. I have replaced heating element, thermostat, thermofuse, and replace
old duct. It still will not heat up. Any suggestions? Thanks David. You have covered the
common items. If it was my dryer, I would isolate the problem by following the circuit for the
heating element on the dryer wiring diagram while the dryer is running. Placing the multi-meter
probes on either side of a component, one at a time. Good components will read zero volts. That
does not mean there is no high voltage present, it just means there is zero difference in the
voltage on either side of the component. The bad component will read volts. Have Roper Dryer
model regvq1- timer switch does not rotate even when dryer is running and it no longer heats
up, will the timer switch affect the heat cycle? Will a new timer switch work or do I need to
replace the whole control board. And thank you for your service sir! I was unable to find your
model number in the cross reference. In most cases the timer will be the only malfunction when
it is bad, but there are always exceptions. An electrical surge can take out multiple components
in a circuit. Take another look at the model number usually inside the door next to the clothes
opening and call the nearest U-FIX-IT store for additional help. It happened two months ago, and
worked fine after replacing the thermistor. Now no enough heat again. I checked thermal fuse,
power supply, thermistor, high-limit thermostat, thermal cut-off, timer, heating element, motor.
Then all of sudden it worked just fine for a week. Before moving it back to the old place, I
decided to check the timer more carefully â€” so I opened it up, cleaned it. Kind of doubt it is
because of the timer. But now, only very small part of it became reddish. The resistance is
about 40 ohms, which seems to be within normal range, even though the manual says it should
be around 10 ohms. Remove your element from the housing it is in and inspect it closely. I
suspect you will find it has burned into two sections and one of those sections has grounded to
the housing. The shortened element still gets hot, just not hot enough. I tested and found
thermal fuse Good, when testing the next Themal cutoff fuse I found it open so I replaced it and
the Thermostat next to Heating element. Tested heating element and read continuity through
element. When I started Dryer it had heat then stopped Heating , I was going to replace cycling
Thermostat next does this sound right or am I missing something else. Thank You. I would
check the air flow. The fuse protects the dryer from overheating when there is insufficient
airflow. I check the airflow at the dryer exhaust outside the house. If the airflow is not brisk and
strong then I work back toward the dryer looking for the restriction such as build up of lint in
the duct. There are the obvious things such as a crushed or pinched dryer hose. Finally a good
scrubbing of the lint screen with a brush and detergent can remove the clear coating that
sometimes builds up on it. When I tried again started to heat then went Cool. Could it be cycling
Thermostat is bad? Or something else? I would check the fuse again and then I would check the
airflow. Turns out it was the circuit breaker. Had to flip it off then flip it back on because it is a
two switch configuration where the two breakers are joined together with a pin. Wish I had
visited your website first before taking the dryer apart for hours. Also it looks like the time is not
progressing with time aswell. Could it be the timer in my case. Turning but not heating
symptoms are rarely a timer. If the timer is set for timed dry not more dry-less dry and it is not
advancing then it is pointing to a bad timer. A trace of the volt circuit using a multi-meter and
the wiring diagram while the dryer is running will show which component is preventing the volts
from reaching the element. Any ideas? By the way this is an older conventional non-electronic
dryer probably about 10 years old. You may have a bad centrifugal switch on the motor. It is a
safety so the heating element will not come on when the motor is not running a fire hazard. You
can test for this by locating the terminals for the switch on your wiring diagram and read the
voltage between them while the motor is running. If the reading is volts the switch is bad. The
switch is not usually available separately from the motor. There is not enough information here
to help you isolate your problem. It will be the quickest way to get to the source of the problem.
I am having trouble with my dryer not heating. Even replaced the timer and still nothing. Bought
a cheap dryer to use and it heats up fine with the same plug and outlet as my dryer. The element
has continuity as well as all of the fuses. Same power source. You did not mention checking the
centrifugal switch on the motor. The motor must be running for the centrifugal switch to close
and allow the power to flow in the heater circuit. You can find the terminals to test by looking at
the wiring diagram. If the centrifugal switch is bad the motor must be replaced. Hello, any
thoughts on this would be appreciated â€” We have a Whirlpool electric dryer. We turned it to
the Timer on high heat and it works, but if we turn it to medium heat , it does not. Pretty goofy

â€” any idea what part is going bad? The symptoms are pointing to a problem that can be
identified. Troubleshooting starts with the specific model number. On most dryers the model
numbers can be found by opening the door and looking beside the opening for the clothes. It
was obtained used with a burned out heating element which the owner got a good shock poking
around with a screwdriver and I replaced the heating element with a new one and also the
thermostat and fuse. It worked well for a while and then it quit heating again burned out heater. I
repaired the heater element since it was a sunday night and needed dry clothes for the next
morning and it worked ok for a couple of weeks. But now it is the same. Are these heating
elements prone to fail. The break was at the midpoint of the coils so I am presuming there is a
need for a lower voltage or a better support at that point. Any information could be helpful. The
elements can burn out prematurely when there is insufficient air flow through the drier. Becuase
the dryer is having the same problem even after it was moved to a new location, it is logical that
problem is located within the dryer. Test the lint screen for a clear coating. After removing the
lint from the lint screen, pour a small amount of water in the screen while holding it over a sink.
If the water beads up, then scrub the screen with a detergent until the water runs freely through
it. If the lint screen is clear, I would inspect the blower wheel by holding the motor shaft and
seeing if the blower wheel turns without moving the shaft. If the blower wheel turns on the shaft,
then it should be replaced. Thank you! It was just a blown circuit! I would have never thought
that would be the problem because there was still power to the dryer. Thank you!! That was it.
Good afternoon, your site has really good content. I had an issue that occurred similarly as the
post from July 7. The first thing that I did was to verify that there was no lint build up, so that I
could maintain a constant airflow. After the airflow was verified, I used a multi meter to make
sure I had continuity. The problem ended up being a break in the coils. So thanks for the
information and keep up the good work. This is a very informational site. I have a kenmore Elite
dryer that is having issues. It has intermittent heat and gets very hot. It also has an issue where
the timer turns the unit on automatically when you turn it to a cycle. It has a separate start stop
button, but the unit turns on automatically. Is this an issue with the timer, or should I be looking
at multiple areas? Inspect the heating element visually. It is possible the heating element is
grounded touching to the housing. A grounded heating element can cause overheating and
control circuit issues. The grounded heating element can be confirmed by testing for continuity
between the element and the housing. I have an estate dryer that will not heat up. I checked the
fuse box, the vent hose, changed the heating element, the thermal fuse and put new limit and
fuse kit. Low air flow can cause repetitive failure of fuses. Two of the less obvious causes of air
flow problems are the blower wheel and a clear coating on the lint screen. Proceed as follows:.
First, place your lint screen in a sink after removing the lint. The water should pass through the
lint screen easily. If the water beads up on the screen, then scrub the screen with a detergent to
remove the clear coating that can accumulate. Second test â€” The plastic blower wheel can
sometimes become loose on the motor shaft allowing the wheel to slip on the shaft and not turn
at full speed. Test for this by removing the belt from the motor and then turn the motor shaft by
hand while holding the blower wheel on the other end of the motor. If the blower wheel is OK,
you will not be able to turn the motor shaft while holding the blower wheel. The blower wheel
should be tightly mounted on the shaft with no looseness. We will be happy to work through it
with you. I checked the fuse box, and it is not the problem. I cleaned the lint trap and air flow,
and they also are not the problem. Next, I want to examine the heat coil and fuses, but I do
uotknow where they are located. Thank you. Your heating element is accessed from the back of
the dryer. Disconnect power and remove the back cover. The heating element is located low on
the right side as you face the back of the dryer. The element is removed by disconnecting the
wires take a picture first and removing the four screws that attach it to the duct. One fuse is on
the duct above the element. The other fuse made of white plastic is on the blower housing
located to the lower left as you face the rear of the dryer. Both fuses and the element will have
continuity if they are good. A bad element will have a break in the coils. Call if you have any
questions as you get into the removal process. With the door open I press the start button and
hold down the door button to start the cycle. I can see the orange glow through the holes in the
back of dryer but feel no heat. My son got behind it and said the he could feel the heat. Can you
tell me what to troubleshoot before going to buy a new dryer. We have checked the breaker box
and the lint hose. We just had flooring done and the workers unplugged our Whirpool Duet
Steam dryer to use the outlet. They did not move it. When we plugged it back in and used it, it
comes on and tumbles but no heat. We turned circuit breakers off and back on â€” still no heat.
I cleaned out the duct as well â€” not much lint at all. Anything else it may be that we can easily
check? Dryer is 4 years old. Moving the dryer could have caused the vent hose to be pinched
and thereby restrict the airflow. Restricted air flow can cause the fuse to open and give the
symptom you have. I seem to be having the opposite problem. Dries fine on low, no heat on

high. I have to verify this because it is at my vacation rental a mile away. But several renters and
the cleaning people have told me this. I am wondering if this is an obvious case of blown high
temp thermostat or if there are other possible causes. The dryer is a Kenmore The temp setting
is a continuous rheostat knob. It appears to heat normally on high at first, just like on low. Greg,
The dryer uses the same thermostat for both the high heat and the low heat. The low heat
energizes the heater beneath the thermostat to cause the thermostat to cycle sooner. Look at
the wiring diagram to follow the voltage while the dryer is running and determine which
component is stopping the flow of electricity. Jim, My dryer stopped heating. On older dryers it
has always been an easy fix by replacing the heater element. What would be the quickest way to
troubleshoot my problem? It says Duet on the front. Jeff, You are correct, the Duet has a more
complex control system, but the mechanical part is very similar to the old designs. You can still
check for the common failures by doing a continuity check of the thermostats, fuses and
heating element. Of course, checking for adequate air flow can be done without special
equipment as well. Hi, my husband was using the dryer and never cleaned the lint out , we have
a whirlpool cabrio. Any ideas what it is? Did he accidentally burn something out? Also, our
washer has something wrong with it. Whole mid was hit a load, it will shut off and say br or cr?
And ideas? Yes, there is an internal fuse that has probably burned out. Send your model
number or call the nearest U-FIX-IT store with your model number and we can tell you where to
look for it and how to test it. Model number wtwww1. I recommend checking the continuity of
the fuse located on your heater housing toward the top. If your meter shows no continuity the
fuse is bad. We recommend replacing this fuse with a kit that includes the high limit thermostat
as well located toward the bottom of the heater housing. The heater housing is accessed from
the rear of the dryer after removing the back. I need a more detailed description of the
symptoms of the washer malfunction. The troubleshooting process will be easier if you to call in
and talk with us. Put dryer back together it worked two cycles and quit heating again. Any
thoughts? I would be suspicious of the air flow. The first step is to identify the cause of the heat
shutdown. If it is a fuse, as I suspect, then it is pointing toward the air flow. I found the heating
element to be defective and went to a local appliance repair shop and picked up a replacement. I
installed it and the thermal cut-off kicked out and it stopped heating again. I cleaned out all the
duct work, actually pulled it all apart and rinsed it out, cleaned out the blower fan area, which
had years of lint accumulated within, cleaned out all the lint around the motor, found the rear
drum seal to be defective and the belt to be cracked, so I replaced both of those, bought and
installed a new thermal cutoff kit. I end up resetting it by tapping the back of the thermal cutoff
with the handle of a screwdriver, reinstalling and trying other things. The only way I can get it
running is by disconnecting the vent tube off the back and leave it blowing into the laundry
room. It should not bead up on the screen. If it does, then scrub the screen with a detergent to
remove the clear coating that can accumulate. If these suggestions do not lead you to a
solution, give us a call. My dryer does not heat all the time â€¦I start it and no heat If I try about
10 times open door close it then finaly it heats â€¦very anoying it not even 3 yrs old â€¦.
Whirlpool Duet front load Dryer keeps blowing fuse. Checked v circuit at the box, OK. Checked
coil and two other sensors for continuity, OK. Also, replacement Thermistor did not have
continuity as well. Sensor next to Thermistor did test OK. Dryer runs on air only. Shorts out
immediately on heated dry. Coil housing box is warm after that short start up. Any thoughts on
what needs to be replaced? I suspect you heating element is shorted out to ground. You can
confirm this by visual inspection of the heating coil, or by checking for continuity between the
heater terminals and the heater housing. If you have continuity, it is a bad element. Our dryer
stopped heating last week. I checked all the fuses and the fuse at the very back of the heating
element showed no continuity. I replaced that one as well the thermostat since the parts came
together. I checked them both after installing and they worked. Put the dryer back together and
it worked great again for almost a week. I am guessing the unit probably blew a circuit breaker
when the power cut off and is now operating, but if that is not the case, read on. If the fuse is
burned out again, check the outside vent to make certain airflow is blowing strong. If the
exhaust is not blowing strong, look over the top of the dryer before moving it and check the
exhaust hose for kinks. Remove the hose and run the dryer. If the dryer is blowing strong then
restriction is between the dryer and the outdoor vent. If the exhaust velocity is still not strong,
the problem is inside the dryer. Check for lint buildup and check that the blower is firmly
attached to the motor shaft with no play. Remove the lint screen and run a stream of water into
it. If the water beads up, clean the screen with a detergent and a brush to remove a clear
coating. When water flows through the lint screen, it is clean. You just saved me a LOT of
trouble trying to pull the heating element and replace it in my Whirlpool Elite dryer. In my search
to see how to get to the heating element, I bumped into this article. Dryer is working perfectly
again! The light in my dryer does not work. I have the Whirlpool Duet.. I changed the bulb and

still nothing.. When a new bulb does not fix the light, the door switch needs to be tested. You
can test for continuity with a multimeter or you can take the switch to the U-FIX-IT store nearest
you for free testing. Jim, my dryer has a problem with heating up. If its slow to heat up and
burns energy, does that make it a fuse problem? I recommend checking the air flow. Restricted
air flow can cause the heating element to short cycle. I was given a Whirlpool Washer and Dryer.
Once we got the dryer upstairs and into the apartment, we noticed the outlet on the wall for the
dryer was different from the plug on the dryer. My boyfriend works in HVAC and is very saavy
with electrical wiring. He was able to plug the dryer in by sticking the wires directly into the
outlet as a temporary solution. He ended up leaving to go out of town for work. He wants me to
just wait until he gets back but I wanna do some laundry. The dryer runs, but there is no heat. I
ran a load of towels and just put them in the dryer to see if eventually they would dry. Well, I
forgot about the dryer when I left that evening. I returned the next morning to find my dryer still
running. The towels were dry from cycling all night I guess. With the info given, do you have any
troubleshooting tips for me in trying to figure this out? I would prefer not to un plug it but I think
that I will have to for getting inside that back panel. Thanks for reading my rant. Hope you can
help and I hope to hear from you soon, fellow Texan. The dryer needs a new cord that matches
the outlet you have. You can take a picture of the outlet to your nearest U-FIX-IT store and we
can provide the correct cord along with instruction about replacing the old cord. Replacing the
cord is an easy task. I suspect the dryer will work correctly when the new cord is installed. The
heating element in my dryer heats up and the. Turns off with 2 minutes. I have ensured there is
no blockage, emptied the lint trap and housing Unitas tested the heating element. Not sure what
could be causing the problem. The short cycle is most likely caused by an air flow restriction. It
is possible the lint filter has a clear coating on it. Remove the lint filter and run a small amount
of water into it. The water should flow through. If the water beads up, then the filter needs to be
scrubbed until the water flows through. I have a whirlpool ultimate care 2 and the heating
element was bad so I changed it out and when I put a new one in it blew a main breaker and in
the video I watched the guy had 3 wires that were put back. I only have 2! Where do I place the 2
wires? Most elements have only two wires, the third wire comes in to play when there is more
than one element. If you are unsure of the wiring it is best to locate the wiring diagram and
double check all the connections you made. There is usually a wiring diagram located
somewhere on a removable panel of the dryer or it may be folded and stored inside the control
panel. I just replaced the heating element the high limit thermostat and started the dryer The
heating element started heating and in a couple of minutes the heating element went off. The
turned off the dryer and tested all the fuses and thermostats for continuity and they are all
good. What couuld be the problem. I have a kenmore dryer model no Is this theory sound?
Using a multimeter you can determine where you are losing the volts. The wiring diagram can
help you determine the easiest place to test for volts while the dryer is operating. I have a
whirlpool duet dryer. The ducting from the dryer to the outside of the house is a long trek. It was
fine for about 3 years attached to the wall to the outside, but just recently had this problem with
it attached. What do you think it could be? It would be difficult to change the whole ducting
route so I am hoping that it is a easy fix int the dryer itself. I just watched a video about
checking the continuity of the thermostat and heating elementâ€¦waiting for my husband to
come back from a week of hunting to do this together. Just wanting to know your thoughts. I
have a Kenmore dryer that periodically stops working. It will still run but stop heating. I can get
it to work again by cycling through the diagnostic test, and than restarting it. Sometimes I have
to do this times. This generally happens a couple of times a month, but is now occurring more
frequently. I shortened the vent length venting into the garage instead of through garage ,
thinking it was perhaps overheating and triggering a thermal cut-off, this seemed to fix it for
awhile, but now the problem is back again. Hi jim,I have a apt size whirlpool elec dryer that just
stopped running. No spin, no nothing. Checked all breakers, even tried various outlets, nothing.
I have a Whirlpool Electric Dryer, which just stopped heating last weekend. Hi Jim, I have a
Kenmore dryer that will run when turned on, but will not heat, on eather short or on longer
cycle. Work you way through the troubleshooting steps outlined in the article and let me know
how you come out. I have a whirlpool estate dryer that recently stopped drying during the 60
min timed dry, drying cycle but heats normal during the cool down period. My timer knob moves
and ticks , but is this the culprit? Any help would be appreciated. Thanks, Ron. Have a whirlpool
duet, drum turns but will not heat. I have changed Heating element, thermostat, thermoster, as
well as fuse that is on the fan and the sensor on the fan. Still same issue. Dryer runs fine,
heating element never heats up. You did not mention checking the circuit breakers for the dryer
in the main breaker box for the house. Start with checking the voltage at the terminal block
where the cord attaches to the dryer. The voltage should read volts between the two outside
terminals and volts between the center post and either outside post. Once you have verified the

volts at the terminal block, follow the wiring diagram in toward the heating element. Place a
probe on the wire going in and on the wire going out of each component you come to in the
diagram. When you read volts you have the bad component. I am so grateful I found your
website before I let my husband dig in to my dryer, or called for service. I had no idea that it
could be just a flipped breaker from a storm a few days ago. I am going to share your site on
social media. What a great resource! I have a whirlpool stacked dryer not heating up. With the
heating element removed I have power on the orange wire coming from the control knob on leg
A of the house power. If i go through this preocess with the heating element installed I loose the
power on the orange wire from the control knob. The heating element looks good, has
continuity and no apparent shorts. Do you know what would cause the power to drop out from
the control knob? A wiring diagram, a voltmeter and a methodical approach are needed to
identify what is preventing power from arriving at the heating element. Start at the terminal
board where the cord attaches to the dryer. You should have volts between the two outside
posts and volts between the center post and either outside post. Then travel down the wiring
diagram from one of the outside posts to the first component on the way to the heating element.
Measure the voltage across the component while the dryer is running. If you read zero volts the
component is good. If you read volts the component is bad and needs to be replaced. Work
your way through the wiring diagram to each component in turn until you find the bad
component. It is a tedious procedure and much care must be exercised to avoiding shorting
power to ground or shocking yourself while taking the measurements. Also care must be taken
to avoid the moving parts while the dryer is running. Once home, I found that it does not heat.
When first started, I hear a loud sound and can see that the burner igniter light glows via the
lower left view port. After a few seconds I hear a click and the glow dies down and the loud
sound goes away. However, I do not see a flame. After a minute or so I hear the loud sound
again and the igniter glows again, then dies out. Again, the loud sound dies with the glow. Still
no heat. Can you advise what the malfunction might be? If a dryer is making a loud sound as
the burner lights and then turns off after a short time, the air flow could be the cause. Check the
air flow as it exits the vent outside. The air flow should be vigorous. If not, disconnect the dryer
from the vent pipe and check the air flow there. If the air flow is vigorous exiting the dryer, then
the problem is outside the dryer. Make certain the vent is clear and unobstructed. If the vent
pipe is over ten feet long, has multiple turns, or exhausts vertically through the ceiling you may
need a booster pump. If the exhaust air is not exiting the dryer vigorously, the problem is inside
the dryer. After removing the lint from the lint screen, test it by running a small amount of water
into the screen. If the water beads up instead of running through the screen then scrub the
screen with a detergent and water to remove the clear coating that can accumulate on them. I
have a Kenmore dryer that is not heating. I have replaced the hi temp thermal kit and it worked
for 2 loads. Now it wont heat again. Could it be a faulty hi temp kit or possibly something else? I
had replaced these several years ago and it has been good up until now. One of the items in the
thermal kit is a fuse. Having said that it is likely that you did not find the reason for the overheat
condition that caused the fuse to blow the first time and now, it has blown again. You may have
airflow problem. Try the following 2 tests. The second test. Hold the motor pulley and check to
see if the blower wheel turns on the shaft. If it turns, replace the blower wheel. Hi I have a
Whirlpool dryer that is not heating up. I checked and it is not a matter of airflow nor is it any of
the thermostats or heating elements. The glow bar gets hot but it there is no flame. It seems as
if the gas valve is not opening. What is the easiest way to check this Because it is located in the
bottom of the dryer and it is hard to get access to. When the igniter comes on and stays on, it is
usually the flame switch. It is located to the side of the burner with a little window toward the
flame. Unplug the dryer and remove one of the two wires and check for continuity no continuity
is bad or take the flame switch to your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. I have a Whirlpool
Cabrio that is not heating. I torn it apart and took all the heating components to a appliance
repair shop where they said it was all good. I have to replace my thermal fuse every few months
as it likes to blow. Before it stopped heating, on two separate accounts I smelled burning. You
are going to need more help than I can give in an email, please call or come by the nearest
U-FIX-IT store for assistance in solving this problem. We will need to see the wiring diagram for
your dryer in order to guide you through the troubleshooting process. I am assuming that the
bias thermistor is the likely culprit. Before tearing into it, can you confirm my suspicions? I
need a wiring diagram and model number to give specific guidance, but any component in the
circuit for low heat is a candidate for being the troublemaker. About a week ago our dryer
stopped heating up. The drum spins normal. I checked the fuses, thermostats, heating element
and everything has continuity. Dryer is only about years old.. Any ideas what to check for?
Thanks, Mike. Locate the wiring diagram for your dryer and call or come by the nearest U-FIX-IT
store for guidance in the troubleshooting process. I have a Whirlpool dryer that will not get hot I

have tested all of the thermostats and fuses and they are all good I checked on any air flow
issues and the air flow is good The globe bar gets red hot but there is no flame. These parts are
underneath the dryer under the drum These parts are underneath the dryer under the drum.
Check the flame sensor located next to the burner has a window facing the flame for continuity
or take the flame sensor to the nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. Replace the sensor if there
is no continuity. My dryer initially stopped drying so I tried to find what to replace and then I
changed only the thermal fuse. I turned the dryer back on and it started working again, only for
about a day. Then it stopped working. What should i try next? I also do not understand how to
restart the circuit breaker, if that is what I need to do. The circuit breaker for the dryer is located
in the main breaker box for your home. Electric dryers have a double breaker or two breakers.
When this happens the dryer can turn but not heat. Resetting or restarting the breaker is
accomplished by turning the breaker off and then back on. It is located next to the flame and
has a small window facing the flame. Replace the flame sensor if there is no continuity. HI
jim,we have a gas dryer kenmore we came home the other day and it had been running for
about 6 hrs,it never shut off, after we turned it off the next day when we turned it on it wouldnt
heat up, I replaced the thermal fuse and the thermostat,also replaced the ignighter, also 2
months ago replaced the coils,its 12 years old,it starts fine it just doesnt make any attempt to
light,what should I replace next? It could be the flame sensor located next to the burner. If it has
continuity between the two terminals, it is good. Replace it if you have no continuity. I have a
whirlpool w gas dryer that is not heating up. After looking at some videos online I decided to
troubleshoot it myself. When I removed the back panel I must have unplugged the red and
yellow wire accidentally and cannot find where it plugs in to. Can you please help? Thank you in
advance. Most dryers have a wiring diagram on one of the panels or inside the control housing.
That diagram should give you the direction you need. The heating element will glow and the
dryer will have a good flame for about 5 seconds and then it goes out. About 45 seconds to a
minute later, it will repeat the process over and over again. Heats up, 5 seconds goes out, a
minute later heats up and off again in 5 seconds. Thisis both with the exhaust tube hooked up
to the dryer and with it off. I cleaned out a lot of lint from the trap, and some in the blower wheel.
However, I have reason to believe that the outside vent might have been restricted fixed that
and a possible cause to this problem now. I have tested for continuity the gas coils, heating
element, cycling thermostat. All seem to be within specs, though the cycling thermostat was
giving me high meter readings at first, but for some reason, just goes to about. If the high limit
thermostat did trip due to a possible exhaust restriction, I was under the assumption that it
does NOT reset. Would a blown high limit thermostat still allow even brief 5 second flame?
Except for actually looking at the igniter for cracks and possibly testing that high limit
thermostat, I am really at a dead end. I suspect an airflow problem. Whirlpool dryer does not
completely dry the clothes every time. Maybe about every time the clothes will be dry then not.
Drying time can be affected by three things. The size of the load 2. How wet the load is. Did the
washer spin the water out of the clothes sufficiently? Heat 4. Airflow through the dryer. Your
dryer may be drying the small load and struggling with the normal size loads. Visually inspect
your heating element to verify there are no breaks in the element. Occasionally a heating
element will break and weld to the housing causing it to generate less heat than needed. If the
heating element is good and the load is normal size and wetness, that leaves you with an airflow
problem. Hi Jim I have a whirlpool cabrio wedswd. I have the same problem with this dryer. Its
not heating. I replaced the element and the high limit thermostat. I tested the thermistor and
thermal fuse and I get continuity. Im getting power to the element. What else should I try to get
the heater to turn on. I tested the v outlet and is coming out of it. Could I have attached the
power cord backwards? Not sure what to try next. Your familiarity with a multi-meter will help
you solve this problem. Find the wiring diagram for your dryer. It may be located in the control
panel or it may be on the back of the dryer, but there is usually one included somewhere on the
dryer. I had heat very briefly and when I went to retrieve the first load I had run through, the
clothes were not dry. I attempted to run the dryer again, but this time, I watched and it did not
produce heat. I checked the safety thermostat before purchasing any parts and it did not have
any resistance, so I deemed this the problem. Has the safety thermostat fuse blown again? I did
not replace the High Level Thermostat, but could this be the problem that is causing the Safety
Fuse to blow if the Hi-Level Thermostat is not working properly? Thank You in Advance for your
Help! Yes, it is possible a failed safety thermostat can cause the safety fuse to blow. The
repeated failure of the safety fuse is often the result of poor air flow. I have a Whirlpool Duet
drier. Remove the thermistor and take it to your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing or test it
yourself using an ohm-meter. The resistance at 70 degrees should read approximately There is
a tech sheet packed inside Duet dryers which can guide you through the built in diagnostics as
well. The wiring diagram which is part of the tech sheet can provide road map for tracing the

voltage though the dryer. I am having same problem as this person on post. Whirlpool duet
dryer everything works but no heat. I have checked coilsâ€¦thermostat. Amy help would greatly
be appeciated. Any help please. I have a whirlpool dryer. We just moved and now the dryer has
no heat. Worked the morning we moved. I have checked the circuit breaker and the heating
element. What should I check next? I see in the past you have suggested changing the fuse and
the thermostat together. Are those relatively expensive? Do I need to change them all? Thanks,
Diana. Yes, all of the thermostats and fuses can be checked for continuity using a multi-meter,
or you can take them to the nearest U-FIX-IT for free testing. If the fuse has blown in your new
location be sure to check the vent to maker sure it is clean and clear of obstructions. If the vent
is going up through the attic or is long, you may need a boost pump to keep the fuse from
blowing. I have a Whirlpool gas dryer. It is making a noise much like a plastic roller bearing is
vibrating loose. Meanwhile, we have little to no heat. Noise starts again, click, and the cycle
continues. Watch the burner as the dryer starts up. Observe the igniter and record what it is
doing. Record what is happening with the flame as well and let me know. I will be able to give
you better advice. A test of thermal fuse, heating element, thermal cutoff, and high limit
thermostat found a bad high limit thermostat. Made sure exhaust pipe was clear and replaced
high limit thermostat. Had heat very briefly and then heat cut-off again. Dryer still spins and
airflow outdoors through exhaust is very good. I suspect high limit thermostat has again been
blown. Ideas for what could be causing the hlt to blow when the exhaust appears clear and
airflow is good? It is possible for high amp draw in the circuit to cause the fuse to blow. You
need a clamp on amp meter to be able to make the measurement. I am more suspicious that the
air flow is not good since protecting against restricted airflow is the purpose of the fuse. Before
using the kit, you may want to try the following check on your lint screen. Remove the lint
screen from the dryer and brush away the lint. Run water into the lint screen. If the water beads
up and does not flow through the screen easily then clean the screen with a detergent and a
brush until the water flows through easily. It is possible to acquire a clear coating on the lint
screen which restricts the air flow. Hey I have a whirlpool gas dryer. It fires up the first time. So I
replaced the ignitor. It fires off then goes off the next time the ignitor goes off the flame does
not come back on. Help me please!!! To determine the problem with your Whirlpool gas dryer
there is a test you can perform. Use a multi-meter on the ohms setting to check the continuity of
the flame sensor. The flame sensor is located next to the burner. It has a small window facing
the flame and two wires connected to it. Disconnect the power to the dryer and remove the two
wires from the sensor before the attempting continuity check. If there is a connection continuity
between the two terminals the flame sensor, it is good. If the flame sensor is good, the problem
is most likely the coils solenoids on the gas valve. Hi I have a Whirlpool electric dryer imperial
series and it is getting warm but not hot when placed on hi heat I have checked the breakers
and also the duct for clogs but it is all retalitvy new solid duct no coragated dryer hose is
involved in my duct it comes out from the dryer into an elbow up about 7 feet than an elbow and
exhausted outside so there are no flow restrictions what should I look for to fix the problem.
Jim, You do not say if the Whirlpool dryer has worked correctly on this duct in the past.
Disconnect your dryer from the duct work and check to see if it heats properly. If it does, you
know the problem is the duct work and you will need to install a boost pump to get adequate air
flow since you stated the duct is free of restrictions. If the high heat problem persists, check for
vigorous airflow exiting the dryer with the duct disconnected. If you question that the airflow is
not enough, then check the lint screen as follows. If the lint screen passes the water test, then
hold the motor pulley while attempting to turn the blower wheel on the other end of the motor.
The blower wheel should be tight on the shaft. If you can turn the blower wheel while holding
the motor pulley, the blower wheel is bad. I have a whirlpool electric dryer model number
wedvq1 that will only function on automatic dry. Joshua, The wiring diagram, a volt meter and a
methodical approach is necessary to identify the problem. Measure for volts arriving at the
machine and then use the wiring diagram as your guide to follow the volts one leg of the volts
through the electrical circuit to the motor. One of the components in the circuit is preventing the
deliver of power to the motor. You may be able to determine the likely cause by looking at the
wiring diagram for the component s that is in the circuit for the timed dry, but not for the
automatic dry. I have a Whirlpool electric dryer that is not heating. I have verified power, and
checked the heating element, thermal cutoff fuse and thermostat switch mounted on the outside
of the dryer element. All check out ok. I isolated that component as well and checked it with an
ohm meter, and it is an open circuit. Is that my problem? If so, what part do I need to order?
Bob, Yes, the component you are describing a fuse should not be open. We keep those in stock
at all stores. The factory recommends replacing the high limit thermostat at the same time. It is
possible a failed high limit switch caused the fuse to open. The model number is needed to
determine which kit you need or you can take the old ones in to the location nearest you for free

testing to verify you diagnosis. The no-heat and high-heat settings work fine, but it seemed like
it was getting too hot when on the low-heat setting. As best I can tell, it heats up the same
amount on low- or high-heat. I took it apart and, sure enough, both sides of the heating element
glow red when I run the dryer on low-heat. Both also glow red when it is on high-heat, and
neither glow when it is on no-heat. Is this a switch problem? Xander, The dryer varys the
amount of time the element is on to achieve different temperatures in the dryer. Both sides of
the element get hot at the same time. Place a thermometer in the exhaust duct to verify the dryer
turning the element off at different temperatures. I have a whirlpool drier that is about 5 years
old, Tuesday evening I dried clothes tonight I put a load into dry, lights come on but drum does
not turn and does not heat up. Thank you very much. The door switch is the most common
problem when the dryer does not turn. The door switch is probably in stock. TUrned it on but
produced no heat, changed out high temp thermostadt, thermal cut off switch was bypassed
before we bought this used and didnot affect drying. Any ideas why it is not drying. You did not
mention checking the circuit breakers for the dryer in your main breaker box. Many dryers have
two circuit breakers. A surge can cause one breaker to open without tripping the other. The volt
motor continues to run, but the v element will not get hot. There are two less common
malfunctions to look for. Open the small access door and inspect the cord connection. The cord
terminal block can break down causing one of the cord terminals to burn and separate from one
leg of the dryer cord. The purpose of the switch is to prevent the element from heating if the
motor fails to start. A faulty switch will prevent the heater from heating even when the motor
runs. The continuity test of the switch must be performed while the dryer is running. Make
certain you disconnect the leads to the switch and insulate them prior to plugging in the dryer
and starting the dry cycle. The correct leads are identified by looking at the wiring diagram. I
have a whirlpool electric dryer. While checking voltage all around, I noticed it was not reading at
the end of cycle alert button, when I unplugged the wire from this it then started to heat up.
What is this part? A wiring diagram is needed to determine what you took out of the circuit
when you disconnected the wire. I am unable to identify the part from your description. I have a
Maytag Performa. Purchased in About 6months ago t stopped heating when using one of the
cycles so I began using one of the others. Recently it just heated at a high temp no matter the
setting. Now it does not heat on any setting. I hope you can help me! Your Maytag dryer
probably have two malfunctions. Bad weather can cause electrical surges which blow the
internal fuse in the dryer. Call the store nearest you with you model number to find out where
you fuse is located and how to test it. I need a model number to give any guidance on the loss
of ability to chose lower temperatures. Calling the store nearest you may be the easiest way to
work through diagnosis on that. Michael, I am assuming that you have checked the heating
element for a break in the element and there was no break. Use a volt meter to measure the
voltage between the two leads of the heating element while the dryer is running. If it reads volts
and the element is not hot, then the element is bad. Use the wiring diagram as your guide to
follow the circuit and test each component in the circuit in the same manner. Place a meter
probe on each lead of the component while the dryer is running. When the meter read volts you
will have identified the bad component. WARNING: Careless placement of the probes while the
dryer is running may result in a short, a shock to you, or damage to the dryer components.
Plzzz help i used my dryer yesterday everything worked fine and now it spins and everything
but it wont heat up nd my clithes would be cool what donu think is the prob? That list is the best
place to start. Brand new-any suggestions? Had electrician come this morning and electricity is
fine. By the way, the knob cannot be pulled off by hand like the other knobs on the dryer. If the
timer knob needs to be removed, how do you do that? It appears the knob is spun degrees from
where it should be. If the knob slides on to a shaft that has one flat side it would seem that the
knob can only fit on the shaft one way and not be able to be removed and then put back on in a
different position. What would cause the alignment to change and what is the fix? Thanks in
advance for any insight. I have a frigidaire dryer model C. One day it was working fine and the
next no heat. I have V at the plug. Continuity and visual inspection of the heater coil, high limit
thermostat, cycling thermostat, and thermal fuse indicate they are all working properly. I have
tried all three heat settings, still no heat. I bought another used dryer. Plugged it in started a
load and the heat was working. Checked it after the cycle finished. The clothes were wet and the
heat will no longer come on. I have a whirlpool dryer that was converted into a volt by replacing
the three prong cord to a volt and it does not get hot. I checked the the circuit breaker and it is
not blown. I have replaced the thermal fuse, heating coil and thermostat. Is there something I
should look for in my failed installation or is there any thing else I can check? Thank you for the
advice on why the dryer does not produce heat. Checked the breaker, still cold. Replaced it, and
voila! I live in the Madison Wi area and appreciated how easy it was to understand your site.
Have a great day! The problem is that the coils get hot butt when i push the start button it wont

start. I took the back off to see if the coils get hot and they get red hot. Bought a new dryer a
couple months ago and it quit after a couple of weeks. It was as if it had no power. I checked the
breaker box and the breakers had not kicked. Again, the breaker box looks fine. I even flipped
them off and on, but still no heat. Is it possible there is a problem within my breaker box, even
though they are not kicking? Breakers can fail with no visible cues that hey have failed. If it was
my dryer, I would replace the breakers just to eliminate them at this point. When I turn on our
Maytag dryer, I can hear the timer start up, but the motor does nothing. If I click through the
cycles, I can get it to turn briefly in a Fluff cycle, but when I release the selector, it sounds the
finish alarm and quits. If I hold the selector, it will continue spinning. The heat settings do not
respond at all. There is not sufficient information in your description of the symptoms to give
you a direction to work. You can try submitting more details of what is happening via these
comments include your model number , or it might be better if you called the nearest U-FIX-IT
store where we can ask you questions directly. I checked for air flow restrictions inside and out.
The technician came out and possibly tested everything you mentioned with his devices, which
were all to satisfaction. I know it seems unlikely the motor could be bad when the motor is
running. There is a risk the dryer might catch fire when the motor stops running if power
continues to be supplied to the heating element. To prevent that risk of fire, power to the
element is routed through a switch on the motor that only supplies power to the element when
the motor is running. In your case, the switch has malfunctioned and has cut the power to the
heating element even though the motor is running. Even though the switch on some motors can
be replaced without replacing the motor, the recommended fix is to replace the motor. You can
prove the switch is bad by measuring the voltage across the two terminals of the switch while
the dryer is running. If the voltage reads volts to volts the switch is bad. Jim, I have an Amana
dryer. After moving into new home and plugging it in. I tested it out just to make sure that it
heated and the drum went around. The whole machine got hot the touch. Now all I get is that it
runs but does not heat up. I thought it was the element, but after reviewing comments it may the
breaker as well. The fan blows and all, just no heat. Since the dryer operated correctly at the old
location and failed in the new home, it is logical to look at the new location as the cause.
Disconnect the vent hose from the dryer and verify that the dryer has robust air flow leaving the
dryer. Reconnect the vent hose and then check for a similar robust air flow exiting the vent
outside your home. Clear the restriction and replace the fuse and you should be good to go. If
there is no restriction, additional trouble shooting is required. Ok, I have a Cabrio gas dryer that
the heating will start and then thurn off the fire will not blow out once it has reached a certain
temp. So I checked all sensors everything was fine. So I checked the thermistor and got no
reading. I ordered the part. Does the thermistor have a reading when on Ohams reading? Need
your help. Yes, the thermistor for your Cabrio dryer can be tested with an ohm meter. The
resistance ohm reading will vary with the temperature in the room and with the exact thermistor
on your dryer. If you will post a model number I can give you the ohm reading for your
thermistor and give you a better idea of how to proceed with troubleshooting. Hey Jim a mouse
got stuck in the back of my dryer whirlpool where the power cord has the three wires in power
cord connection. Now the dryer spins and blows great air but no heat! No chew marks on any
wires, no droppings, no black scorch marksâ€¦ Could the circuit breaker on the wall at home
have messed up? So I was thinking maybe it totally malfunctioned. It never blew when the
mouse was stuck. It was still in the on position. Tiffinee, Yes, the malfunction with your
Whirlpool dryer can be a faulty circuit breaker. In some instances the circuit may show volts
when tested and the breaker is still bad. If there is no visible damage at the terminal block where
the mouse met his demise, then I would be inclined to replace the breaker and see if that repairs
the problem. But when I put in another load to dry, it does not heat up. I suspect the High Limit
Thermostat needs to be replaced. I was told it can be something else, like the timer. I did clean
out behind and under the dryer and there was a lot of lint build-up. I think this caused an
air-flow issue and it in turn caused the heating to malfunction. I also did take the back panel off
and cleaned out the inside. I know there is no issue of air being blocked as there is a strong
flow at the outside vent. Can you give me what you think it is that is causing the heating issue?
Can it be something else beside the 2 things I noted above? Can I can use a multi-meter to
pinpoint the cause? Jim, Something else I should add is that I the heat will come back again if I
let the dryer sit and cool off for at least 2 hours. It will work for another 30 minutes or so and go
cold. The high limit thermostat cuts the power to the heating element and will reset after it
cools. You can confirm your diagnosis by running the dryer until it will not heat, disconnect the
power to the dryer, disconnect at least one of the wires on the high limit thermostat and then
using your multi-meter check for continuity a connection between the two terminals on the high
limit thermostat. While this test confirms where power is being interrupted, it does not prove a
defective thermostat. If replacing the high limit thermostat does not change the symptoms, then

most likely there is an air flow problem. Kind of back to square one here. I tested all the parts on
the back panel and they all have continuity. I checked the timer and that was ok. I checked the
outlet to see if a wire could have been loose, but this was not an issue as well. A question I have
is the heating element. Is this part all or nothing? The reason is that the dryer does give out
heat, but it goes cold after about 30 minutes. I have to let it sit for hours for it to heat again and
even this is not consistent. Is is possible for the heating element to be defective and still give
out heat at time? It has continuity per my multi-meter. That is why I ask if this part is all or
nothing. The coils are all black, but this might be due to it being red hot and then turning black. I
see that the coils on new heating elements are silver in color. If this is not an issue for the
heating element, then what should I look at next? Any ideas would be appreciated. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Be
sure to keep up on laundry when you install this replacement drive motor from Whirlpool. This
appliance repair piece is compatible with a variety of dryer models. As a genuine Whirlpool
replacement part, this motor will help your appliance run smoothly to get your clothes perfectly
dry. This is a genuine replacement part. The model number and name for the following item is:
Whirlpool Dryer Drive Motor. Skip to main content. Make sure this fits:. Find the right part Make
sure this fits your model. Can't find your model number? An error occurred, please retry your
last action. No results available. Please select an option. You can find your product's model
number on a plate affixed to the product or in the owner's manual. Even though parts may look
the same, there are often variances in similar parts and it is important to buy parts that fit your
specific model. Most appliances show their model number on a plate somewhere that looks like
this. Number plates can appear in a number of different places, depending on what type of
product your model is. This fits. Check another model. Our finder cannot confirm if this item fits
your model. Try checking the product description for more information. Thanks for your
Feedback. Please provide your feedback Rate your experience: Poor Rate your experience:
Great. Fastest delivery: Tuesday, March 2 Order within 1 hr and 34 mins Details. In Stock. Add to
Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and
privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn
more. Ships from. DIY Repair Parts. Sold by. Whirlpool Dryer Drive Motor, white. Visit the
Whirlpool Store. This fits your. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add all three to
List. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by Living
house and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. ERP Dryer Motor. Whirlpool Drive Motor, silver. Next
page. More items to explore. Whirlpool W Roller Shaft Dryer. Register a free business account.
Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again
later. From the manufacturer. Product Description Be sure to keep up on laundry when you
install this replacement drive motor from Whirlpool. From the Manufacturer This is a genuine
replacement part. Product information Technical Details. No Batteries Required? No National
Stock Number Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers.
Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. I've just ran my first load of laundry through the
old whirlpool with this new motor; I notice it's quite a bit peppier, throwing the wet laundry
around like a rented mule. That's what it's all about. I was surprised at how quickly it shipped
and arrived; two thumbs up. I will note the following: mine was about twenty dollars cheaper a
couple of days ago. The old motor was made in the USA. I'm hoping that this is actually an
official "whirlpool part" and not some cheap knock-off that burns my house down. A word of
advice concerning the motor swap: this is a very simple process. I spent more time cleaning the
lint from the inside of my machine than I did actual "work". Here comes the important part:
professional appliance repairmen, disregard. Do not try to turn the motor shaft off of the blower
fan housing with a wrench. Instead, use a set of vise-grips on the plastic, and wrench it down
GOOD. You know what I'm talkin' about. I know what you're thinking; "Hey man, I'm not
naturally powerful like you, how on Earth will I strike the opposite end of a motor shaft with a six
lb dead blow hammer and hold it tightly with a tiny wrench in my hand?! Because you're not like
me. So do this: before positioning the vise-grips on the plastic portion, you'll slip the small
wrench on the shaft flats and then position the other end of that wrench solid against the floor
of the dryer cabinet, so that it and not you is taking all of the punishment and more importantly,
solid enough to transmit the energy of those blows into the wretched mating of plastic and
metal. It took me about five solid blows before it came loose. No mess, no fuss, and marginal

loss of temper. And more importantly, mama has a dryer again NOW, and isn't waiting for me to
order another part to replace. You're welcome! Was happy to find this motor priced reasonably.
It is a FSP "approved" replacement motor from China. I wasn't about to hunt down and wait
longer for a "Whirlpool" part so this was installed. The alignment tabs were slightly different for
our application because the old motor oriented the wires at about 2 o'clock, the new motor was
at 10 o'clock that rubbed the drum assembly. This motor would not fit in that orientation and
had to be rotated so the wiring was at the 7 o'clock position. Two of the plastic locator tabs had
to be cut for that placement. The ground wire barely had enough slack for this rotational
change. Luckily there was just enough but I would have preferred to not put stress on the wire.
All said and done, the motor started up fine and is humming along. Additional thoughts, the
push on connector tabs were smaller than the originals so there isn't a lot of tab contact with
the connectors. May consider replacing the felt around the drum for a tight seal if your dryer is
older. Most the time spent on this repair was vacuuming out the old dust. On this 24 year old
dryer it was quite thick, about 25 minutes of vacuuming and wiping dust from inside and
backside. Total time from disassembly to push the button and go was about an 1 hour 15
minutes. Original motor and replacement motor pics. No picture after cutting the mount tabs so
that the connector wires would clear the drum. Images in this review. It was taking longer to
start the drum turning, especially with heavy loads, and eventually would just hum loudly then
shut off. There seemed to be a lot of negative comments on almost any source of a new motor,
but I finally decided on this one, although there are cheaper prices elsewhere, because I trust
Amazon to stand behind products sold on their site. The new motor looked virtually identical to
the old one, and appears to be of equal quality. Note that a sharp impact on the end of the
wrench works much better than just pushing against the wrench, and that the blower fan is a
left-handed thread. I had to rewire things because the new motor was slightly different, but
directions were included, although they were a poor copy and a little hard to read. I needed to
change the crimp on terminals on two wires; the new terminals were included, but you also
need a crimping tool, which would be annoying if you don't have one. It would have been nice if
they just included some adapters, which is what I made in case I ever need to put in an old-style
motor. I put in a new belt along with the new motor and it works great. I do not notice any
difference at all in performance or noise, but I will post an update if things change. See all
reviews. Top reviews from other countries. This motor worked well so far. It is important that
you know what you are getting into: watch online videos about dryer repairs. Make sure that
you are getting the right part. Diagnosis is sometimes tricky. Ours was impossible to separate
without destroying it so we needed a new blower wheel too. If you check before you order, you
could order both at once which would cut down waiting time. I had to do a bit of wire stripping
and connector crimping since the connections have changed but the bits were included and so
were the terse instructions. With an old dryer, consider replacing the whole thing. Exact fit,
great price, whoo hoo the kenmore dryer is running like it was brand new! Report abuse. Easy
to install. Works perfectly. The price was quite good. It came within three days and was easy to
install. What other items do customers buy after viewing this item? Pages with related products.
See and discover other items:
proton gen 2 opinie
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